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Summary

Molecular dynamics simulations have been used to investigate the binding of Mg$^{2+}$ ions to the deep groove of the eubacterial 5S rRNA loop E. The simulations suggest that long-lived and specific water-mediated interactions established between the hydrated ions and the RNA atoms lining up the binding sites contribute to the stabilization of this motif. The Mg$^{2+}$ binding specificity is modulated by two factors: (i) a required electrostatic complementarity and (ii) a structural correspondence between the hydrated ion and its binding pocket that can be estimated by its degree of dehydration and the resulting number and lifetime of the intervening water-mediated contacts. Two distinct binding modes for pentahydrated Mg$^{2+}$ ions that result in a significant freezing of the tumbling motions of the ions are described, and mechanistic details related to the stabilization of nucleic acids by divalent ions are provided.

Introduction

Magnesium ions are essential cofactors involved in the folding [1, 2], structural stability [3], and catalytic activity [4] of many RNA molecules. Numerous structural data have uncovered several of their binding sites [5–7], and it has been emphasized that these ions bind preferentially to electronegative sites in two principal ways, namely “site bound” and “diffusely bound” (for a review, see [3]). From the structural point of view, Mg$^{2+}$ ions can interact with RNA, most frequently, in a completely hydrated (six bound waters) or, more rarely, partially dehydrated (five or four bound waters) state. Yet, little is known about the factors that modulate their binding specificity and their dynamical behavior. Such knowledge would considerably increase our understanding of their modes of binding and action. In order to provide some insight into these issues, we carried out over 50 ns of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on the internal loop E (LE; see Table 1 and Figure 1) fragment of the eubacterial 5S rRNA [8, 9].

The LE is a pseudosymmetric motif characterized by a phylogenetically highly conserved stack of 7 non-Watson-Crick base pairs [10]. It is known to constitute a specific binding site for the ribosomal protein L25 in E. coli [11, 12] or its counterpart TLS in Thermus thermophilus [13]. Remarkably, the LE structure is not affected by the presence of protein ligands both in the crystal phase and in solution since, as shown by X-ray [12–14] and NMR [11, 15] data, it is analogous in its complexed and uncomplexed state [11, 13, 16]. Conversely, the structure of this motif is known to be highly sensitive to the presence or absence of divalent ions [9, 15, 17–19]. Hence, it is not surprising to find, in a high-resolution crystal structure [14], five Mg$^{2+}$ ions bound to the deep/major groove of LE (Figure 1). Ions 1 and 2 are hexahydrated and contact the RNA through water-mediated interactions at the level of G105-G106 (ion 1) and G75-G76 (ion 2). Ion 3 is pentahydrated and forms a direct contact with (G98)O6. Ions 4A and 4B have been described as being part of a binuclear metal cluster in which three water molecules bridge the two ions that form 4A...OR(A101) and 4B...OR(G100) direct contacts (note that OR corresponds to O1P in the standard PDB nomenclature and to O2P in the PDB files listed in Table 1).

From the methodological point of view, it has been demonstrated that MD simulations are successful tools for the identification of sequence-specific monovalent ion binding sites in nucleic acids [20–25]. Furthermore, MD simulations have been used to evaluate the structural effects of highly charged Co(NH$_3$)$_6^{3+}$ ions on DNA helices [26]. Yet, despite their major structural and biochemical implications, the dynamical behaviour of hydrated Mg$^{2+}$ ions associated with nucleic acids has been relatively rarely investigated [27–35] mainly because of methodological difficulties associated with very long residence times of water molecules bound to these divalent ions (2–10 $\mu$s), which are several orders of magnitude longer than the residence times of water molecules bound to monovalent ions [36]. As such, these techniques cannot be used for simulating the desolvation process of Mg$^{2+}$ ions associated with the formation of inner sphere complexes. However, they can provide useful data related to the dynamical behavior of ions located at their most favorable binding sites as detected by crystallography.

Here, seven simulations starting from the LE structure with the inclusion of zero, four, and five Mg$^{2+}$ ions will be described and the limitations associated with the use of MD techniques will be addressed.

Results

Stability of the Binuclear Metal Cluster

The first simulation, named 5Mg (1.95 ns), was performed on a model containing five Mg$^{2+}$ ions (Figure 1). During the run, the distance separating the 4A and 4B ions belonging to the bimetallic cluster quickly reached an average value of $\approx$6.5 Å, far from the initial 2.7 Å value (Figure 2A). In an attempt to stabilize their positions, a distance constraint of 3000 kcal Å$^{-1}$ was applied be-
between them throughout simulation 5Mg Const (3.45 ns). This led to strong backbone distortions associated with a reorientation of the bimetallic cluster (Figure 2B).

Hence, models that integrate the information provided by the X-ray structure, namely two Mg$^{2+}$ ions bridged by three water molecules, fail to reproduce the experimental intermetal distance. As stated in line with other studies suggesting that bridging water molecules alone cannot stabilize two divalent ions separated by less than 3.0 Å [37, 38], the chemical identity of the bridging solvent molecules was questioned and other models compatible with the X-ray data were tested. First, as proposed earlier [30], one of the bridging water molecules was replaced by an OH$^-$ ion (5Mg_1OH; 1.95 ns). Yet, during the equilibration phase, the hydroxide ion intercalated between the two Mg$^{2+}$ ions increasing the intermetallic distance from 2.7 to 4.5 Å (Figure 2C). In a second model (5Mg_2OH; 11.45 ns) that included two OH$^-$ ions [37, 38], the intermetallic distance stabilized around 3.0 Å (Figure 2D). However, a finer check involving the calculation of pseudoelectron densities (see Computational Methods section) revealed a blurred pattern associated with the two divalent ions (Figure 2E) pointing to certain shortcomings of this simulation.

Finally, a model in which the experimental diffraction patterns are interpreted in terms of alternative occupancies of the 4A and 4B binding sites, was tested. For that purpose, two simulations (4MgA and 4MgB) each including one ion from the cluster (either 4A or 4B) were produced. The calculated pseudoelectron densities, obtained by combining the trajectories to a 1:1 ratio, reproduced quite well the X-ray positions of the two Mg$^{2+}$ ions (Figure 2F) with deviations between the experimental and calculated positions for these atoms below 0.5 Å. Thus, this latter model, which is the most successful in reproducing the positions of the 4A and 4B ions, will be along with a control simulation that excludes Mg$^{2+}$ ions (NoMg), the focus of subsequent analysis.

**Structural Stability of the Loop E Motif**

Before describing the ion-RNA interactions, the structural integrity of the LE motif has to be assessed. During the 4MgA/B and NoMg trajectories, the rms deviations from the starting structure stabilized around 1.2–1.8 Å (Supplemental Figure S1; see Supplemental Data section) in accord with the 1.3 Å rms deviation calculated between the NMR and X-ray structures [15]. Given such reasonable values, the last 10 ns of trajectories 4MgA, 4MgB, and NoMg were analyzed in order to evaluate the stabilizing effects associated with Mg$^{2+}$ ions.

In the absence of divalent ions, the LE motif displays a larger flexibility, as indicated by the per-residue B factor values calculated for all three trajectories (Supplemental Figure S2; see Supplemental Data section) and by the dynamics of the ribose groups, the backbone atoms, the stacking patterns, and the non-Watson-Crick pairs. In all trajectories, the prevalent conformation of the ribose rings was C3'-endo. Transient flips toward the C2'-endo pucker for nonterminal sugars occurred only in the NoMg simulation (for terminal sugars, short flips were observed in all simulations). The number of dihedral backbone transitions, observed essentially at GpA steps where an unusual cross-strand purine stack occurs [14], was the highest in the NoMg simulation in which additional transient unstacking events, absent from the 4MgA/B simulations, were also observed [39].

In the 4MgA/B simulations, all non-Watson-Crick pairs remain close to their experimental conformations. Yet, in the absence of Mg$^{2+}$ ions, some pairs display a diminished stability (Supplemental Table S1; see Supplemental Data section) related to reversible “base pair opening events” occurring mainly in the later part of the trajectories. Therefore, for all base pairs (except

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Resolution (Å)</th>
<th>Mg$^{2+}$ ions</th>
<th>NDB/PDB Code</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eubacterial loop E motif</td>
<td>LE</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>ur0064/354d</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended loop E motif</td>
<td>extended LE</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>ur0069/364d</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex with L25</td>
<td>LE/L25</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>pr0018/1dtu</td>
<td>[13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex with TL5</td>
<td>LE/TL5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>rm0012/1feu</td>
<td>[13]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Two nonequivalent LE duplexes are present in the asymmetric unit of the LE/TL5 crystal.*
A73•U103), the calculated average structures (over the last 10 ns) match their crystallographic counterpart. However, for the trans Watson-Crick/Hoogsteen A73•U103 pair in the NoMg simulation, a partial opening, characterized by a disruption of the (A)N7…H-N3(U) hydrogen bond, was observed (Supplemental Figure S3; see Supplemental Data section). Interestingly, the symmetrical U77•A99 pair that is embedded in a slightly different environment retained its configuration during all three trajectories.

Characterization of the Mg\(^{2+}\) Binding Sites

On the 10 ns time scale, although they display various dynamical behaviors, all ions remain close to their crystallographic position. Ions 4A and 4B, when they are considered in isolation of the bimetallic cluster to which they belong, retain their pentahydrated coordination (Figure 3 and Supplemental Figure S4; see Supplemental Data section) and occupy well-defined binding pockets (Figure 2F) characterized by stable 4A...OR(A101) and 4B...OR(G100) contacts (≈2.0 Å; Supplemental Table S1; see Supplemental Data section). The distances separating the X-ray and calculated positions of the 4A and 4B ions are below 0.5 Å (Supplemental Figure S3; see Supplemental Data section) and the rms deviations for the six atoms constituting the pentahydrated ions are close to 0.7 (4A) and 0.9 Å (4B). The major water-mediated contacts (Figure 4) are well maintained, although transient breakage of these interactions that can extend over a few tenths of a nanosecond are observed. In both simulations, a new mediated contact between ion 4A or 4B and (A73)OR, leading to a narrowing of the deep groove comparable to that observed in the extended LE structure, has been noted.

Ion 3 remains similarly pentahydrated (Figure 3 and Supplemental Figure S4; see Supplemental Data section) and the direct Mg\(^{2+}\)...O6(G98) as well as one water-mediated contact to (G76)OR are preserved (Figure 4). Besides, two temporarily broken water-mediated links to the (C97)OR and (G98)N7 atoms are detected. The distance separating the experimental and calculated position of ion 3 is close to 0.9 Å and the rms deviation...
Figure 3. Superimposition of Snapshots Extracted from the 4MgA/B Simulations Showing the First Hydration Shell of the Five Mg$^{2+}$ Ions

According to Figure 4, a specific color is attributed to each water molecule (Mg$^{2+}$ ions are white). For each of the pentahydrated ions 4A, 4B, and 3, the water molecule opposite to the direct Mg$^{2+}$...RNA contact (or apical water molecule) is yellow. The remaining four water molecules are of the equatorial type (see also Figures 4 and 6). For ion 4A, two views are provided: (top left) the Mg$^{2+}$...OR(A101) axis is included in the plane of the page; (top right) this axis is perpendicular to the plane of the page.

In conclusion: (i) the five ions retain a coordination shell similar to that observed in the crystal structure; (ii) the distances separating the calculated and experimental Mg$^{2+}$...O6(G98) distance shrinks from 2.6 to 2.1 Å soon after the beginning of both simulations (Supplemental Table S1; see Supplemental Data section) in better agreement with the customary 2.1 Å Mg$^{2+}$...O distance derived from high-resolution X-ray structures [40]. For the hexahydrated ions 1 and 2, most of the water-mediated contacts were maintained (Figure 4), and the distances separating the calculated and experimental positions of these ions are close to 0.8 (ion 1) and 1.4 Å (ion 2). Unfortunately, rms deviations for the hexahydrated ions could not be determined since the positions of only three (ion 1) and five (ion 2) water molecules instead of six were unambiguously assigned.

In conclusion: (i) the five ions retain a coordination shell similar to that observed in the crystal structure; (ii) the distances separating the calculated and experimental Mg$^{2+}$...RNA contact (or apical water molecule) is yellow. The remaining four water molecules are of the equatorial type (see also Figures 4 and 6). For ion 4A, two views are provided: (top left) the Mg$^{2+}$...OR(A101) axis is included in the plane of the page; (top right) this axis is perpendicular to the plane of the page.

In conclusion: (i) the five ions retain a coordination shell similar to that observed in the crystal structure; (ii) the distances separating the calculated and experimental Mg$^{2+}$...O6(G98) distance shrinks from 2.6 to 2.1 Å soon after the beginning of both simulations (Supplemental Table S1; see Supplemental Data section) in better agreement with the customary 2.1 Å Mg$^{2+}$...O distance derived from high-resolution X-ray structures [40]. For the hexahydrated ions 1 and 2, most of the water-mediated contacts were maintained (Figure 4), and the distances separating the calculated and experimental positions of these ions are close to 0.8 (ion 1) and 1.4 Å (ion 2). Unfortunately, rms deviations for the hexahydrated ions could not be determined since the positions of only three (ion 1) and five (ion 2) water molecules instead of six were unambiguously assigned.
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Dynamics of the Hydrated Mg$^{2+}$ Ions

No exchange between the water molecules belonging to the first and second hydration shells of the Mg$^{2+}$ ions has been observed during the simulations. Furthermore,
Figure 4. Dynamics of Water-Mediated Contacts

Dynamical characterization and hydrogen bond percentages (HB%) of water-mediated contacts formed between RNA atoms and Mg\(^{2+}\) ions calculated for the last 10 ns of the 4MgA (ions 1, 2, 3, and 4A) and 4MgB (ion 4B) trajectories (for a complete set of data, see Supplemental Figure S5 [see Supplemental Data section for URL]). Here, HB% are defined as the total number of hydrogen bonds formed between all the water molecules bound to a given ion and specific RNA atoms divided by the total number of configurations (only RNA atoms for which the HB% value exceeds 50% have been considered; new contacts formed during the trajectories are shown in bold). The contributions from both hydrogen atoms of a given water molecule have been summed up. If two water molecules bind to the same atom at the same time (see for example (U74)OR with HB% of 124), the one with the longest contact time is considered. The water molecule color code is identical to that used in Figure 3. Time frames where no hydrogen bonds involving first shell water molecules occur are shown in white. Given the resolution of the figure, interruptions shorter than 5 ps are hardly distinguishable.

The five or six first shell water molecules do not exchange much more rapidly. Here, the tumbling motion of the ion allows all the coordinated water molecules to participate with each other and form a rigid cage of solvent molecules surrounding the ion. Hence, the hydrated ions can be considered as rigid entities undergoing collective tumbling motions.

In contrast to first shell interactions, second sphere contacts display a large range of dynamical behaviors (Figures 3 and 4). For each of the hydrated ions, at least one of those contacts is characterized by hydrogen bonding percentage (HB%, see Figure 4) values higher than 90% revealing the occurrence of strong water-mediated interactions stabilizing the position of the ion with respect to its binding pocket. Yet, these interactions involve the participation of one or several water molecules depending on the type of reorientational motions associated with the ions. For instance, pentahydrated ion 4A is stabilized by a certain number of long-lived water-mediated contacts. The most persistent of them is formed between (G100)OR and an equatorial water molecule (HB% = 96%). The binding of this single water molecule, which also forms transient bridges with (A101)N7, restricts significantly the motions of ion 4A. At the other extreme, the hexahydrated ion 1 reorients much more rapidly. Here, the tumbling motion of the ion allows all the coordinated water molecules to participate in almost each water-mediated contact during the 10 ns of the production run. The hexahydrated ion 2 shows an intermediate mobility characterized by longer-lived water-mediated contacts (Figure 4), and a rapid visual inspection suggests that the contacts established between this ion and its hydration site are more specific than those involving ion 1.

In order to get a better estimate of the complementarity between the hydrated ions and their binding pockets, the total number of hydrogen bonds formed during the simulations between first shell water molecules and RNA atoms has been calculated. These values, averaged over simulations 4MgA and 4MgB, are 33% for ion 1 and 51% for ion 2 (note that a 100% value would imply that all 12 hydrogens of the 6 bound water molecules are involved in hydrogen bonds with RNA atoms). Thus, on the average, about four and six hydrogen atoms belonging to hexahydrated ions 1 and 2, respectively, are participating in hydrogen bonds with RNA atoms. The large disparity in the average number of hydrogen bond contacts established by these ions
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is probably rooted in the different geometrical environment in which they are embedded: ions 1 and 2 bind to the deep groove of a Watson-Crick and a non-Watson-Crick GpG step, respectively.

Interestingly, for the pentahydrated ions 4A, 4B, and 3, the formation of a direct Mg$^{2+}$...RNA contact results in the immobilization of their apical water molecule (in yellow, Figure 4). As an outcome, the only allowed motions involve rotations of the equatorial water molecules around the Mg$^{2+}$...OR or O6) axis with reorientation times that are related to the lifetime of their water-mediated interactions (Figures 3 and 4). Such in-plane motions of the equatorial water molecules are observed for ions 4B and 3 (the hydration shell of the latter appears the most mobile). Furthermore, contrary to ion 3 for which the apical water molecule displays a large mobility and is not involved in water-mediated interactions, the apical water molecule of ion 4B forms long-lived contacts with the (G102)O6 atom. This contact, although transiently broken (HB% ≈ 74%), is steady throughout the simulation. From these considerations, it results that ion 4B is stabilized by two contacts forming a clamp: (i) the direct Mg$^{2+}$...OR(G100) contact and (ii) the water-mediated contact involving (G102)O6. A similar clamp, that involves a contact with (A73)OR not observed in the crystal structure, stabilizes ion 4A.

The total number of hydrogen bonds formed during the simulations between the first shell water molecules of these pentahydrated ions and RNA atoms are of 44% for ion 4A, 36% for ion 4B, and 26% for ion 3. Thus, among the pentahydrated ions, ion 3 forms the smallest number of contacts and is probably occupying the weakest binding pocket while ions 4A and 4B establish a similar number of contacts. Hence, as for hexahydrated ions, the specificity of binding pockets toward pentahydrated ions similarly appears to correlate with the geometrical arrangement of their hydrophilic sites.

It is also worth noting that the binding of hydrated Mg$^{2+}$ ions considerably increases the lifetime of second shell interactions. The maximum lifetimes of the hydrogen bonds involved in water-mediated interactions shown in Figure 4 range roughly from 0.4 to 2.5 ns (if a maximum interruption time of 2 ps for a given bond is considered). With more tolerant criteria, it can be seen that several water molecules are almost continuously bound to the same RNA atom over the 10 ns portion of the trajectories (see for example 4A... OR(G100)). Those values are significantly higher than the calculated ≈10 ps mean residence times of water molecules residing in the second hydration shell of unbound Mg$^{2+}$ ions [41] and the maximum residence times of water molecules located in the deep groove of RNA duplexes (~0.6 ns [21, 22]).

Hydration of the Bimetallic Cluster

As shown above, the model combining simulations 4MgA and 4MgB to a 1:1 ratio reproduces well the positions of the Mg$^{2+}$ ions belonging to the bimetallic cluster. The superposition of the average structures indicates that the calculated 4A...4B distance of 2.5 Å is close to the original 2.7 Å distance (Figures 2F and 5) and that the 4A...OR(A101) and 4B...OR(G100) distances stabilize around 2.0 Å (Supplemental Table S1; see Supplemental Data section).

With this model, seven density peaks for water molecules were calculated around ions 4A and 4B. Three of them correspond to bridging water molecules while two others are completing the hydration sphere of each Mg$^{2+}$ ion (Figure 5) by adopting positions similar to those observed in the crystal structure. The model was further improved by considering an occupancy ratio of 1:2 for the 4A and 4B ions leading to an rms value of 0.7 Å between the experimental and simulated positions of the atoms belonging to the cluster. Interestingly, in this last model, as in the crystal structure, one of the bridging water molecules is located at an unusual distance of ≈2.4 Å from each Mg$^{2+}$ ion. Thus, considering the calculated data and the fact that we were unable to stabilize the Mg$^{2+}$ cluster in the simulations (either by using constraints or bridging OH$^-$ ions), it is reasonable to assume that fractional occupancies can be used to interpret the experimental electron densities.

Discussion

Mg$^{2+}$ Ions Stabilize the Loop E Motif

In contrast to the NoMg simulation, no major disruption events of the seven non-Watson-Crick pairs could be detected in the 4MgA/B simulations, and the overall dynamics of the base pairs is reduced (Supplemental Table S1; see Supplemental Data section). It can thus be concluded that magnesium contributes to the stabilization of the LE motif. This deduction is in line with several experimental studies showing that LE requires Mg$^{2+}$ ions in order to maintain its 3D shape. For instance, chemical and enzymatic probing experiments demonstrate that LE is highly structured in the presence of Mg$^{2+}$ ions [18], and NMR studies show that, in the absence of divalent cations, all imino resonances are altered revealing profound structural changes [15, 17]. Indeed, Mg$^{2+}$-induced stabilization is not observed to the same degree for all RNA duplexes. Based on optical melting experiments, it has been emphasized that the extent of stabilization achieved by magnesium for the eubacterial LE was three times larger than that observed for other duplexes including the related eukaryotic LE motif [19]. Yet, the number of divalent ions necessary to achieve in vivo stabilization is not precisely known and may range from one, as suggested by optical melting experiments [19], to five, as observed in the LE crystal structure on which present simulations are based. In the following, some clues will be given as to which hydrated ions interact the most specifically with their binding pocket and, consequently, as to which ions may contribute the most significantly to the in vivo stabilization of this RNA loop. Since present MD methodologies are not able to calculate the energetic contribution of each individual hydrated ion to the stabilization of the loop, our conclusions are based on their relative dynamics and mobility.

About Binuclear Metal Clusters in Nucleic Acids

Binuclear metal clusters are a key element of many important catalytic processes [42]. Yet, clusters with short M$^{2+}$...M$^{2+}$ distances are rare [37]. For nucleic acids, a
survey of the nucleic acid database (NDB [43]) reveals five structures with intermetal distances below 3.0 Å, resolution better than 2.0 Å, and metal occupancies of 1.0 (url064, zdf027, zdf002, zdf052, zdf053). One of these clusters with an intermetal distance close to 2.8 Å is located in a 1.0 Å resolution structure of a Z-DNA hexamer (zdf002 [44]) and has been studied by MD simulations [28]. Similarly to what is observed in simulation \(5Mg\), the ions separated soon after the release of the initial constraints and, as in simulation \(5Mg_2OH\), the replacement of the two bridging water molecules by \(OH^-/H^+\) ions stabilized the intermetal distance close to 2.9 Å (see also [37]). In both cases, the \(Mg^2+\)/...\(Mg^2+\) distance is close to 3.1 Å, exceeding by 0.4 the 2.7 Å distance reported for LE. Nevertheless, the arrangement of solvent molecules in LE (three bridging molecules) and in the complexes involving two \(OH^-\) ions (two bridging molecules) is significantly different.

A model with alternative and fractional occupancies of sites 4A and 4B is compatible with both the available diffraction data (C. Correll, personal communication) and with the alternative (or disordered) binding sites observed in crystal structures involving divalent [45–47] or divalent and monovalent ions [48, 49]. Hence, several hypotheses regarding the exact nature of the “bimetallic cluster” can be proposed. The most convincing model involves fractional occupancies of sites 4A and 4B. In such case, the LE structure would in fact contain no bimetallic cluster. Another possibility implies that an unknown arrangement of solvent molecules (water, \(OH^-/H^+\), ...) stabilizes the cluster. A model in which the complex begins to form only after site 4B is completely saturated cannot be excluded.

Finally, although an unambiguous view concerning the status of this cluster cannot be offered by the simulations, its characterization seems to be linked to specific crystallization conditions since site 4A is occupied only in the url064 structure (LE, see Table 1) and not in the other crystallized LE fragments (Supplemental Figure S6; see Supplemental Data section) while site 4B is occupied in all five X-ray structures. Furthermore, recent optical melting experiments put forward that only one strong \(Mg^{2+}\) binding site exists for LE in the liquid phase [19]. Overall, in solution and at physiological concentrations of \(Mg^{2+}\) ions, it is likely that only the site 4B is occupied. These conclusions support the approach consisting in investigating the binding of \(Mg^{2+}\) ions to the 4A and 4B sites in two independent trajectories.

**Mechanistic Details Related to the Stabilization of RNA by \(Mg^{2+}\) Ions**

Besides considerations relative to the bimetallic cluster, the present MD simulations allow a rough ranking of the \(Mg^{2+}\) binding sites with respect to the number and lifetime of water-mediated interactions involving the hydrated ions and the RNA atoms. For example, hexahydrated ions were found to interact more specifically with a non-Watson-Crick (site 2) than a canonical GpG step (site 1). This observation suggests that, with a comparable electrostatic contribution, the binding strength and specificity of an ion to a given site is modulated by the structural complementarity existing between the donor pattern of the hydrated ion (positions of the hydrogen atoms on the surface of the hydration sphere) and the acceptor pattern of the coordination pocket. Indeed, in the available LE crystal structures, site 1 is less often occupied by an \(Mg^{2+}\) ion than site 2 (Supplemental Figure S6; see Supplemental Data section).

For pentahydrated sites, the notion of structural complementarity is even more important and is associated with stereochemical constraints imposed by the formation of one direct \(Mg^{2+}...RNA\) contact. Such a contact results in the immobilization of the apical water molecule belonging to the coordination octahedron (see Figures 3 and 6) allowing only in-plane motions of the four equatorial water molecules. The tumbling motions of the hy-
hydration shell can be further restrained by additional long-lived contacts involving the equatorial water molecules. The contacts that limit the motions of the hydrated ions, form the grips of coordination clamps. From the present observations, two major types of clamps could be characterized (Figure 6). In type Ⅰ, long-lived water-mediated interactions involve the apical water molecule and do not hamper rotations of the equatorial water molecules (see ion 4B, Figure 3). In type Ⅱ, an equatorial water molecule is fixed and freezes the entire hydration shell (see ion 4A, Figure 3). A combination of type Ⅰ and Ⅱ that implies the formation of very long-lived water-mediated contacts with the apical and, at least, one equatorial water molecule is also possible and would result in an optimal structural complementarity. Interestingly, related clamping motifs have been described for proteins [37].

Ion 3 is clearly not to be put into the preceding categories since it is the most mobile among the pentahydrated ions and forms very short water-mediated interactions with its equatorial water molecules. In fact, the occupation of this site is lattice dependent: in the two unbound LE structures, site 3 (close to G98) is occupied by an ion that establishes water-mediated contacts to the backbone of a symmetry-related molecule while the symmetric site 3' (close to G72) is far from any RNA image and devoid of Mg$^{2+}$ ions. Thus, such a site is not optimized for the stabilization of the LE motif, and the dynamics of the bound ion is restrained by the formation of intermolecular contacts rather than of strong contacts with its primary binding site.

Methodological Issues

Convergence of properties extracted from MD simulations is always difficult to assess [50, 51]. Based on MD simulations of DNA duplexes, it has been stated that reasonable equilibration times range from 5 to 25 ns [23]. Understandably, issues related to dehydration of Mg(H$_2$O)$_6^{2+}$ ions and formation of inner sphere complexes that take microseconds to occur [36] and may involve a deprotonation of a bound water molecule cannot be addressed by current MD techniques [31]. In spite of that, the behavior of the Mg$^{2+}$ ions 1, 2, and 3 during the two independent 4MgA and 4MgB trajectories is comparable. Therefore, at least with respect to some properties, the simulations have converged on the 10 ns time scale. However, much longer simulations will be needed in order to provide a statistical evaluation of properties like the lifetimes of the water-mediated contacts shown on Figure 4.

Another important issue is associated with the point charge models that are used in MD simulations. These models do not explicitly consider important polarization and charge transfer effects [37, 52]. Unfortunately, inclusion of polarization and charge transfer effects is currently excessively difficult for systems of this size and over long time scales. Therefore, such simulations have not yet been attempted. Still, the calculated dynamics of the LE and its bound solvent molecules does not contradict available structural data pointing out that current empirical potentials provide a reasonable picture of the dynamical behavior of hydrated divalent species.

Significance

The present MD simulations, in agreement with numerous experimental data, support the view that Mg$^{2+}$ ions contribute to the dynamical stabilization of the continuous stack of 7 non-Watson-Crick base pairs constituting the loop E (LE) motif by establishing long-lived direct and water-mediated contacts with the RNA atoms. The formation of such long-lived contacts is facilitated by the particular stereochemistry of the hydrated ions. Hexahydrated ions behave as rigid entities with 12 regularly spaced anchor points on their surface undergoing collective tumbling motions. Such ions are attracted to electronegative pockets with specificity in binding modulated by the structural complementarity which can be achieved by water-mediated contacts between them and the atoms lining up the fixation site.

On the other hand, pentahydrated ions, as a result of the direct Mg$^{2+}$…O interaction they form with RNA atoms, are able to establish strong water-mediated interactions through the formation of clamping motifs that involve the immobilized apical water molecule (opposite to the direct contact) and/or equatorial wa-
ter molecules. Two such clamping modes could be characterized. Generally, clamping motifs optimize the formation of long-lived second sphere interactions that, in turn, considerably reduce the tumbling motions of the hydrated ions and participate in the stabilization mechanism of nucleic acids by divalent ions. The understanding of the dynamics of water molecules located in the first hydration shell of Mg$^{2+}$ ions and of the contacts they establish with RNA atoms is certainly of importance for deciphering the various structural and catalytic roles in which they are involved.

Computational Methods

Model Building

Seven simulations, based on a 1.5 Å resolution crystal structure [14], were performed (Supplemental Table S2; see Supplemental Data section). Simulation $5\text{Mg}$ includes five Mg$^{2+}$ ions (Figure 1). In simulation $5\text{Mg Const}$, a 3000 kcal Å$^{-1}$ distance constraint was applied between ions 4A and 4B. In simulations $5\text{Mg 1OH}$ and $5\text{Mg 2OH}$, one or two water molecules bridging the 4A and 4B ions were replaced by OH$^-$ ions. The two simulations $4\text{Mg A}$ and $4\text{Mg B}$ take into consideration a subset of four divalent ions which was obtained by splitting the bimetallic cluster, i.e., $4\text{Mg A}$ excludes 4B and $4\text{Mg B}$ excludes 4A. The simulation NoMg excludes all five Mg$^{2+}$ ions.

The starting duplexes and Mg$^{2+}$ ions were placed in a box containing SPC/E water molecules [53] in an amount necessary to ensure a 12 Å solvation shell around them (Supplemental Table S2; see Supplemental Data section). In order to neutralize these systems and achieve anionic concentration close to 0.2 M of KCl, K$^+$ ions were added (even though Na$^+$ ions are present in the crystallization liquor [14], K$^+$ ions used in the NMR experiments [15] were considered). The ions were placed around the solute based on the electrostatic potential of the solvated system so that no ion was closer than 8 Å to any solute atom and 4 Å to any other ion.

MD Simulations

The simulations were run at constant temperature (298 K) and pressure (1 atm = 101.325 Pa) by using the AMBER 6.0 simulation package [54]. The calculations employed the all atom force field described by Cornell et al. [55]. The van der Waals parameters for the K$^+$ and Cl$^-$ ions, calibrated for the SPC/E water model, were extracted from the following studies: [56, 57]. The Mg$^{2+}$ parameters were extracted from the AMBER force field, and the OH$^-$ parameters were extracted from the MD investigation: [28]. Given the instabilities associated with the positions of the ions belonging to the bimetallic cluster, simulations $5\text{Mg}$ (1.95 ns), $5\text{Mg Const}$ (3.45 ns), and $5\text{Mg 1OH}$ (1.95 ns) were interrupted at an early stage (Table S2; see Supplemental Data section). The simulations $5\text{Mg 2OH}$, $4\text{Mg A/B}$, and NoMg were pursued up to 11.45 ns. The particle mesh Ewald (PME) summation method was used for the treatment of the long-range electrostatic interactions [58]. The charge grid spacing was chosen to be close to 1 Å and a cubic interpolation scheme was used. The trajectories were run with a time step of 2 fs by using SHAKE bond constraints. The equilibration procedure is similar to those reported elsewhere [21, 22]. First, the system was minimized by using 500 steps of steepest descent without positional constraints. This was followed by two 25 ps runs of MD (at 298 K), the first with only moving water molecules, the second with moving water molecules and K$^+$ Cl$^-$ ions. Then, eight 50 ps runs of MD were performed with positional constraints on the nucleic acid and Mg$^{2+}$ ions of 10, 5, 2, 1, 0.5, 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001 kcal.mol$^{-1}$ Å$^{-1}$, respectively, yielding the equilibration phase which also comprised the first second of the subsequent nonconstrained MD run for a total of 1.45 ns (Figure S1; see Supplemental Data section). The saved trajectories were subjected to conformational analysis using the AMBER package tools and our own procedures.

The ion and water pseudoelectron densities were calculated using a procedure originally developed by Schneider and Berman [59] and adapted by us [21, 22, 60, 61]. Solvent molecules were placed in the calculated densities using the PEAKMAX program of the CCP4 library [http://www.dl.ac.uk/CCP/CCP4 [62]]. The O8 program was used to visualize the "pseudoelectron" densities [63] and the MDdraw program to visualize the trajectories [64]. The following criteria: $d(H\cdots A) < 2.5$ Å and $d(D\cdots H\cdots A) > 135^\circ$, where A stands for a hydrogen bond acceptor and D for a hydrogen bond donor atom, were used for calculating hydrogen bonds.

Supplemental Data

Supplemental Data includes Figures S1–S6 and Tables S1 and S2 and can be found at http://www.chembiol.com/cgi/content/full/10/6/551/DC1 and http://www-bmc.u-strasbg.fr/upr9002/westhof/.
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